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Seat No.: _____                                                                 Enrolment No.______ 
   

GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL  UNIVERSITY 
Diploma  Semester -I   Examination January- 2010 

Subject code:310015  Subject  ame: Communication Skill 
Date: 22 /01 /2010                   Time: 11.00 am- 1.30 pm  

           Total Marks: 70 

Instructions: 
1. Attempt all questions.  

2. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 

3. Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

 

Q.1 (a) Answer the following question in one or two sentences. 
1) Why does an English student has to learn new words of English as we 
do? 

2) Why were the spectators described as “soaked martyrs”? 
3) Why were steam locomotives denounced by the church? 
4) What gave rise to organized safety movements? 
5) From which Czech word did the word robot originate? what does it 
mean? 

6) Why do most college students have difficulty in reading their 
textbooks? 

7) What does a space camera do? 

07 

 (b) Write short notes ( any two) 

1) Orientation programme for new recruits 
2) Decision making of entrepreneurs 
3) Advantages of robot 

07 

Q.2 (a) Write answer in detail (any two) 

1) How language of science is different from language of common use? 
2) Write about Dr.Gabor’s idea and the laser technology? 
3) State of scientific development for 1859 

07 

 (b) Use the following phrase in sentences of your own. 
1) a piece of advice    4)throughout 
2) close up                 5) to clear cobweb from one’s mind 
3) strain and stress     6) instead of     7) leap out 

07 

  OR  
 (b) Use the following pairs of words in your sentences 

1) diary-dairy                 4)accept-except 
2) pear-peer                   5) die-dye 
3) morning-mourning     6) birth-berth   7) break-brake 

07 

Q.3 (a) Write answer of the following (any two) 
1) How did astrologer come to know of his client’s problem? 
2) Describe the trial of denis? 
3) Discuss the title of the story’s the last leaf? 

07 

 (b) Match the words of list A with their meaning in list B 

          List-A                                       List-B 

1) stanting                          machine that lifts up 

2) intervene                        instrument for recording changes during        

                                            Heart beat          

3) electrocardiograph         come between 

4) elevator                         oblique 

5) jog                                 strong impression or effect 

6) portrait                          run slowly and steadily 

7) impact                           painted picture, photograph, drawing 

 
 
07 
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  OR  
Q.3 (a) Write answer of the following in short 

1) At what time of the day did the astrologer begin his work? 

2) Importance of entrepreneur in modern business world 

07 

 (b) Write meaning of the following prefixes and suffixes and make words. 
1) auto    2) bio      3) ful     4) free       5) co        6) inter  7)dis  

07 

Q.4 (a) Insert correct preposition 
1) the children are watching TV ______ the next room. 
2)  Half of the population died_______ cholera. 
3) She married ________ her. 
4) We have not met _______ Christmas. 
5) The maid servant led the guests _____ the lounge. 
6) You should submit your answer assignments ____ Monday. 

07 

 (b) Insert (some, each, a few, much, every, little, many) where necessary. 
1) only _______ students can solve this problem. 
2) How ______ oil is produced in India? 
3) _____ man has a car. 
4) He has repaired _______ motor car in workshop? 
5) _______ chemicals are used for killing harmful insects. 
6) There is _____ salt in the soap. 
7) How _______ people read this kind of stuff ? 

07 

  OR  
Q. 4 (a) Change in to passive. 

1) the artisan decided to report the matter to the supervision. 
2) People say that laser light is good for bloodless surgery. 
3) People generally assume that money brings happiness. 
4) The general manager has promised the employees more wages. 
5) Someone taught him English and gave him a dictionary. 
6) We can control the number of splitting atoms. 
7) Don’t tease this poor man. 

07 

 (b) Fill in the blanks with ( a, an, the) 
1) Copper is _____ useful metal. 
2) He returned after ______ hour. 
3) ______ Ganga is a sacred river. 
4) French is _____ easy language. 
5) Which is _____ longest river in India? 
6) He looks as stupid as _______ owl. 
7) _______ book that we bought yesterday is very interesting. 

07 

    
Q.5    
 (a) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below 

it. 

       After we got independence we in India have been trying to raise our 

standard of living. though progress has not been as quick as we could have 

wished, there is no doubt that in the last thirty old years, we have been 

steadily inching our way towards some of our goals. We have almost enough 

food for our population, thanks to the revolution in agriculture. we have built 

sound industrial base. We have been trying to distribute land more fairly but 

with limited success so far. we have been also trying to find employments for 

our youth again with only partial success. These and other problems would 

no doubt become manageable if we could check the steep growth of our 

population. 

  Questions: 

(1) what we have  been doing with only partial success? 

(2) do we have enough food? 

07 
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(3)what we have to do to overcome all the problems? 

(4)what we have been trying to do more fairly? 

 (b) Write précis of the above passage to one third of its original length and give a 
suitable title to it. 

07 

  OR  
Q.5 (a) Write a dialogue between two friends about future academic plans after 

completion of diploma study. 
07 

 (b) Fill in the blanks with appropriate form of verb. 
1) We enjoy the theatre but we (not go) so often. 
2) He (open) the book and started reading it. 
3) Water (boil) at 100 degree centigrade. 
4) When I came home, my mother (look). 
5) I would go for a walk , if it (stop) raining. 
6) If you drank it, you (know) the taste. 
7) The deputy along with thirty miners (were, was) killed in the truck 
accident. 

07 
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